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Objectives
In May 2000, Dawn Willson 

was tasked with overseeing the
redesign of nine out of the 29 NBA

team websites as part of a
comprehensive initiative led by the

National Basketball Association
(NBA) headquartered in New York.

The primary objective was to create
a cohesive and user-friendly online

experience for fans across all  NBA
team websites, addressing the

diverse needs of each team 
while maintaining consistent

functionality and branding.
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Diverse Designs and
Functionality: 

Each NBA team had its own 
unique website design and
functionality, making it 
challenging to create a unified 
user experience across all sites.

Balancing Branding and
Individuality: 

While the NBA headquarters 
sought consistency and
standardization, individual teams
desired the flexibility to showcase
their unique identities and stand
out among other NBA websites.

Tight Deadline: 

With the basketball season set to
begin on October 31, 2000, there
was immense pressure to complete
phase 1 of the website redesigns,
including home page designs and
key inside pages, by October 1st,
leaving a short window for design
and implementation.

Challenges
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Solution

Content Architecture and Functionality: 

Dawn collaborated with the technology company in
Boston to develop six templates that provided a
standardized navigation structure for all team websites
while allowing for customization of content blocks.
Each team's marketing department determined the
layout and functionality for the home page and key
inside pages.

Design Collaboration: 

Dawn facilitated coordination between the marketing
teams and independent web designers located across
the country. Meetings were held to discuss design
options within the established parameters, ensuring
alignment with both NBA branding guidelines and
team preferences.

Iterative Design Process: 

Designers submitted multiple design concepts for
each page, incorporating variations in headers, color
schemes, and layout elements. The NBA headquarters
provided initial approval before presenting the designs
to individual teams for final selection.

Implementation and Content Creation: 

Once the final designs were chosen, the technology
company began implementing them into the page
layouts, working closely with each marketing team to
ensure seamless integration and assist with content
creation.

Timely Completion: 

Despite the tight deadline, Dawn and her team
completed the project by September 10, 2000, well
ahead of the basketball season's commencement. The
new websites were launched in time to coincide with
the excitement of the new NBA season.
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Enhanced User Experience: 

The redesigned NBA team websites offered a
cohesive and intuitive browsing experience, with
standardized navigation and improved
functionality, enhancing engagement for fans.

Brand Consistency and Individuality:  

While adhering to NBA branding guidelines, each
team retained its unique identity and personality
through customized design elements and content.

Successful Launch: 

The timely completion of the project ensured that
the new websites were ready for the start of the
2000–01 NBA season, garnering positive feedback
from both the NBA headquarters and individual
teams.

Career Advancement: 

Dawn's exemplary performance on the project led
to a full-time job offer from the NBA, reflecting her
expertise and contribution to the successful
execution of the website redesign initiative.

Dawn Willson's strategic leadership and
collaborative approach were instrumental in
overcoming the challenges associated with
redesigning multiple NBA team websites within a
tight timeframe. By balancing the needs of the
NBA headquarters and individual teams, Dawn
delivered a solution that elevated the online
presence of the NBA while showcasing the unique
identities of each team, setting a new standard for
digital engagement in professional sports.

Results 

Conclusion 








